
Awesomely durable. 
Awesomely dependable.
Embrace every moment of your day with confidence, thanks to the 
awesomely dependable Galaxy A35 5G. Boasting an impressive 
IP67³ rating, A35 5G is safeguarded against water, dirt and dust.

Samsung Wallet
Carry your essentials conveniently in the digital wallet 
that’s made for your Galaxy phone and Watch.²

A vivid screen experience that 
goes wherever you go
The brightest screen of our Galaxy A Series makes sure you can 
effortlessly enjoy content wherever you are.

Big storage for big memories
With improved internal storage and expandable¹ storage 
options, Galaxy A35 5G makes deletion a thing of the past.

See the world at night in a 
whole new light
Bring out the brilliance of the night like never before with 
improved Nightography.

Stunning shots. Vivid video.
Unlock your creativity with an advanced triple-lens camera 
system that turns every moment into a masterpiece.

Packed with amazing capabilities, Galaxy A35 5G is designed to bring out the best in every moment. From mountain adventures to local hangouts, 
the pro-grade camera of A35 5G captures mind-blowing details. Stay out late with friends and capture incredible photos and videos in the dark 
with Nightography. Whether you’re binge-watching at home or at the park, the brilliantly bright screen shines in any setting. Plus, with expandable 
storage of up to a massive 1TB,¹ along with revamped durability, A35 5G has your back, ensuring you conquer your day with unmatched confidence.

Introducing Galaxy A35 5G

5G speeds vary and require optimal network and
connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth,

congestion); see carrier for availability.

Secured by Samsung Knox



¹MicroSD card sold separately. Portion of memory occupied by existing content.   ²Only available on Galaxy Watch6 devices and with select features.   ³IP67 rating for water and dust resistance. Water resistance based on laboratory test conditions for submersion in up to 1 meter of 
fresh water for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Dust resistance based on laboratory test conditions for airflow of up to 8 hours.   ⁴Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.6" in the full rectangle and 6.4" accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area 
is less due to the rounded corners and camera lens.   ⁵Wall charger sold separately; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or damage to your device, do not use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. Supports up to 25W 
Super Fast Charging. For more information on your device, please visit www.samsung.com.   ⁶5G speeds vary and require optimal network and connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability. © 2024 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 
Samsung, Samsung A Series and Dynamic AMOLED are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law.

Color Awesome Navy
Awesome Lilac

OS Android™ 14

Display 6.6" FHD+ Super AMOLED
(rounded corners 6.4")⁴

Connectivity 802.11 a / b / g / n / ac / ax
Bluetooth 5.3

Processor Exynos 1380
Octa-core (2.4GHz + 2.0GHz)

Battery 5000mAh
(25W Fast Charge)⁵

Front Camera 13MP (F2.2) Dimensions 161.7mm x 78mm x 8.2mm

Main Camera 50MP OIS (F1.8)
8MP Ultra Wide (F2.2)
5MP Macro (F2.4)

Weight 209g

Memory (RAM) 
and Storage

6GB RAM | 128GB Storage
(up to 1TB on microSD card)¹

5G Ready⁶ Sub6


